
We open on a futuristic cyberpunk cityscape, where a TUMI and Razer building are in central focus. 

In a quick closeup, we see a Razer keyboard being stored and zipped up in the TUMI | RAZER Finch 

Backpack—a black, modern-looking backpack with green trimming. 

The camera pulls out from the backpack to reveal that it’s worn by one of three parkour athletes, who 

are wearing and holding the other travel gear in the collection. 

From their rooftop, the parkour athletes stare across the vast cyberpunk cityscape, eager to start their 

adventure. 

In sync with the music, they begin their journey across the city. 

The camera cuts to a closeup of the TUMI | RAZER International Expandable 4 Wheeled Carry-On 

Luggage. 

It's rolled across a concrete floor, highlighting a unique black ribbed exterior with green trimming. 

As the camera cuts wider, we see a female parkour athlete pushing the luggage across a vast abandoned 

shopping mall. 

The camera cuts to the opposite angle, highlighting another piece of the collection tucked under her 

arm: the TUMI | RAZER Laptop Sleeve. 

In a similar style to the other travel gear shown so far, it sports a black design with green trimming. 

The camera continues following the female parkour athlete’s journey, which is now blocked by a long 

beam with a set of imposing green lasers. 

Without breaking stride, she rolls the luggage underneath the beam while simultaneously flipping over 

the beam with the laptop sleeve still in hand. 

She lands resoundingly on the other side, causing water from a nearby puddle to splash against the 

laptop sleeve, highlighting its water-resistant exterior. 

The camera shifts focus to the other side of the abandoned mall, where a male parkour athlete—

wearing the Finch Backpack—sprints down an escalator and hops over its railing. 

After landing, he continues running and effortlessly clears a tall stack of oil barrels, before making his 

way to another rooftop and leaping off. 

Cutting to a wide shot, we realize he’s making a death-defying jump from one skyscraper to another. 

The camera cuts to a closer angle as our male parkour athlete skillfully lands, rolls, and presses on. 

In another area of the rooftop, we see our second male parkour athlete running and somersaulting his 

way across various vents and industrial fans. 

As he flips across the final vent, we get a view of the final item in the collection: the TUMI | Razer 

Bozeman Sling Bag. 

In a similar style to the other travel gear, it sports a black design with green trimming. 



Continuing his journey, the male parkour athlete leaps up one wall to another, making his way to the 

highest point of the building to survey his surroundings. 

The camera turns its attention back to the first male parkour athlete, who finds himself running across a 

series of metal girdles that dangle dangerously high above ground. 

He makes it across with no problem, before meeting up with the rest of the crew. 

Green graphics appear around them, detailing the final leg of their journey. 

They sprint up another set of escalators and leap across to the final building. 

Having completed their mission, the trio stand triumphantly on the rooftop, once again staring out 

across the vast cyberpunk cityscape. 

Suddenly, the buildings start to dematerialize. 

The camera pulls out to reveal the outline of a monitor and a robot, revealing that the entire mission 

was part of a game simulation! 

The robot celebrates, before bumping fists with two other robots next to it—the other two players in 

the team. 

The camera swivels round, revealing the full TUMI | Razer collection on a glowing pedestal. 

The shot glitches out as the TUMI and Razer logos appear. 

 


